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Abstract

This paper presents a consumptiun-ba,setl model that explains Ihe equity premitim puz-
zle through two channels, Hirst, because of borrowing constraints, the sharehokler can-
nt)t completely diversify his income risk ami requires a sizable risk premium on .stocks.
Second, because of limited stock market participation, the precautionary saving demand
lowers the risk-free rate but not stock reiurn and generates a sub,stantial liquidity premium.
This model also replicates many other salient features of the data. ineluJing the first two
moments of the risk-free rate, excess stock volatility, stock return predictahility. and the
unstable relation between stock vtilatilitv and the dividend vield.

I. Introduction

Empirical evidence documented in the past two decades has challenged the
conventional wisdom about financial markets. Fama and French {1989) find that
stock return is predictable, Shiller (I9H1) shows that stt)ck prices are too volatile
to be Justilied by the subsequent movement in dividetids; Schwert (1989) also
claims that large vatiations in stock volatility cannot be accounted for by stock
valuation models. Mehra and Prescolt (19S5) argue that the consumption-based
capital asset pricing model (CAPM) cannot explain the large ob,served equity pre-
mium. These puzzles or anomalies seem to suggest that stocks are not priced by
the fundamentals stressed in the frictionless neoclassical models.

In this paper. I show that adding three market frictions—i) Htnited stock
market participation, ii) uninsurable income risk, and iii) borrowing constraints—
to an otherwise standard model explains these puzzling phenomena in a coher-
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ent way.' Specifically. I analyze an infinite horizon economy inhabited by two
(types of) agents: only one agent holds stocks and receives dividend,s. while both
agents receive labor income. Agents trade one-period discount bonds with each
other to diversify income risk: however, sucb insurance is imperfect because of
borrowing constraints. The model is calibrated using the income process esti-
mated by Heaton and Lucas (1996). and the simulation matches the data well
under reasonable parameterization. First, I replicate tbe first two moments of the
risk-free rate, stock return, the equity premium, the long-term bond return, and
the price-dividend ratio, as well as ibeir aut(K'orrelations and crt>ss-corre lat ions
obtained from the data. -Second, consistent witb Fama and French (I9K9), tbe
price-dividend ratio and tbe term premium forecast stock retum in simulated data.
Tbird. I duplicate Cocbrane's (1991) volatility test, wbicb sbows tbat most vari-
ations in the price-dividend ratio are explained by movements in expected stock
return, but not by movements in dividends, -̂

I generate a large equity premium through two channels. First, because of
borrowing constraints, the shareholder cannot completely diversify his income
risk and his consumption is more volatile and more positively related to stock re-
turn tban aggregate consumption. As a result, tbe shareholder requires a si/able
risk premium on stocks. Tbis mechanism, wbicb has been emphasized in the em-
pirical literature, e.g.. Mankiw and Zeldes (199!) and Vissing-Jorgensen (1998).
is simitar to tbe limited stock market participation model by Basak and Cuoco
(1998), Second, uninsurable income risk and borrowing constraints—as sbown
by tbe early authors, e.g.. Telmer (1993) and Heaton and Lucas {1996)^generate
a precautionary saving demand for tradable assets such as one-period discount
bonds and thus lower tbe risk-tree rate. However, the precautionary saving de-
mand does not lower sttKk return because of limited stock market participation.
Such an asymmetry between stocks and bonds generates a substantial liquidity
premium, whicb allows me to adopt a reasonable calibration lor the shareholder's
consumption.' To my best knowledge, the second mechanism is innovative and
warrants further discussion.

In my model. 1 generate a liquidity premium becau.se stocks and bonds are
not always priced by the same pricing kernel. In particular, while stocks are priced
by the shareholder's intertemporal marginal rates of substitution (IMRS). bonds
are determined by tbe IMRS of the unconstrained agent(s) or the maximum of
the two agents" IMRS. Given that the fonner is lower and more volatile than tbe

'These frictions have hecti well dncuiiicnlcd in the empirical literature, e.g,. see Mankiw and
Zeldes l lWl) and Vis îIlg-,̂ l)rgensen (I'WS) for limiled stuck market participation and Hiiyashi. Al-
limji. and Kotlikuff (I'Wdl Ibr uninstirahle income risk and borrowing constraints,

-C'amphell and Cochrano (I WJl sluw thai a hahil formation model can also replicate these fea-
tures of the data, Hov.e\er. in their model, there is a nionotonic relation helueen stock volatilitv and
the price-ilividend ratio, which is at ntlds with empirical evidence by Schwert (]'-)W). -Aho finds an
nnsialile relation between ihe Iwo variables. As a resiill. the hahit lonnation model implies a leverage
effecl much sironger ihan that in the data. In contrast, stock volatility is a I'-shapei! function of the
price-dividend ratio and Ihe leverage effect is moderate in my moilel.

'The volatilily of the shareholder's consumption growth is b.h'i at an annual trequency in my
baseline model, which is consistent with that reported by Vissing-Jorgensen (l^'iKl using Ihc Con-
sumer l-Npcnditure Survey (t'HXl, However, it should be noted that, as argued by Brav. Conslan-
linides. and Ciee/y 12{H)2|. a large portion of the consumption volatility in CV.X might be due to
measurement error, Neveilheless. my number is much smaller ihan the I 1,2'-( used by Basak and
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latter if borrowing constraints are occasionally binding. ,stock retum is bigb and
volatile wbile tbe risk-free rate is low and smootb, as observed in tbe data. Tbis
mecbanism distinguishes my model from the early literature.'^ Intuitively, given
that dividends are smootb in tbe data, if stocks and bonds are priced by tbe same
pricing kernel, their returns should bave similar mean and variance. For example,
if botb agents hold stocks. Heaton and Lucas (1996) show tbat uninsurable income
risk and bon'owing constraints cannot produce a sizable equity premium because
they lower both stock return and tbe risk-free rate. Similarly. Basak and Cuoco
(1998) find tbat limited stock market participation can generate a large risk price
if the shareholder's consumption is volatile because of high leverage; however.
their model also implies a volatile risk-free rate because it is always determined
by the shareholder's IMRS.

Allen and Gale (1994) and Aiyagari and Genler (1999) have emphasized
the important effect of liquidity on asset prices. Constantinides, Donaldson, and
Mebra (2()(}2) and Storesletten. Telmer. and Yaron (2001) have shown that tbe lack
of inter-generation risk sharing might lead to limited stock market participation
and thus helps explain the equity premium puzzle. However, these authors do not
fully characterize the liquidity effect in a dynamic setting, as in tbis paper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. I present a heteroge-
neous agent model in Section II and discuss numerical solutions in Section III.
Tbe simulation results from tbe baseline model are presented in Section IV, and
I conduct tbe robustness cbeck in Section V. Section VI offers some concluding
remarks.

II. A Limited Stock Market Participation Model

In an exchange economy, there is one perishable consumption good and there
are two types of agents of infinite life borizons. I use index / = 1, 2 to indicate the
representative agent of each type. These agents receive stochastic labor income
l.,.,.i— 1.2andr € [0. oc} by supplying labor inelastically; tbe total labor income
is Li^Lij-\-L2,,. Because of moral hazard, they cannot write contracts contingent
on the realization of tbeir labor income; tbus, labor income is uninsurable, Tbere
is also a tree that produces a stoebastic dividend D,, i G [0, oo). The tree is
endowed to agent 1 (sbarebolder) at time / = 0. and he is not allowed to sell it. The
aggregate endowment Y, is the sum of totai labor income and dividend income, or
K,=L|,-FL:,,-FD,. VectorA',-[lufi(y,/K,^,),log(A/n)Jog(/,|,/L,)-log(L|/L)]
describes tbe income process of the model economy, where \og(Y,/Y,-\) is the
growth rate of aggregate income, l),/Y, is the dividend sbare, and /.,,,/!, is the
sbareholder's labor income share, tbe mean of which is L]/L. I assume that X,
follows a stationary Markov process, which will be discussed in the next section.
In the absence of insurance markets, both agents hedge income risk only tbrough
borrowing or lending against each other in a one-period discount bond market.
Such a risk-sbaring scheme, however, is limited by borrowing constraints: fi,-., >
Bj,. where B,j is the outstanding debt of agent / and B,j is his borrowing limit.

"'However, this approach ha,s been (implicitly) widely adopled in the empirical lileralure; for ex-
ample, the risk factiirs t'or slock.s are different from the risk factors for bonds.
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Bjj is positive (negative) if agent / has a long (short) position in tbe bond market
and Bi_, is always negative, 1 assume that tbere is no outside bond supply and the
net bond supply is zero.

1) = 0.

Tbe intertemporal budget constraints of agents I and 2 are described by equa-
tions (2) and (3). respectively. Pi is the equilibrium price of tbe one-period dis-
count bond at time r tbat pays one unit of consumption good at timer + \,Pl is the
stock price at time t, C,,, is the consutnption of agent / at time /. and Sj^^i Sj) is
tbe stockholding of agent I at time ; -t- I (/), Because of limited stock market par-
ticipation, stocks do not enter the budget constraints of agent 2 (nonsbareholder).
It should also be noted tbat, in equilibrium, because sbarebolders can trade stocks
only among themselves, they always bold the same amount of stocks as in Lucas
{1978)or5,V|=5,' for/ £ [0,oo).

(2)

0 oc.

(3) P,B2.nl+C2.; < B2J+L2.,.

B2.t+\ > B2.t+\, 0<t 0 0 .

Agents maximize tbeir objective functions, which are defined in equation
(4),

(4) max E

wbere E is an expectation operator conditional on information set ily,., which in-
cludes all information available at time t - 0. d is tbe time preference and {]{-) is
tbe instantaneous utility function. In this paper. I use a power utility function as
defined in equation (5), in which the relative risk aversion coefficient is constant
and is equal to 7,

- 1

(5) t/(O =
if

if

> 0 and "/

The lirst-order necessary conditions, which determine tbe equilibrium bond
price, are described in equation (6). /^(t//(C,.f+i))/(t//(C/.;)) is the IMRS. whicb
is also the pricing kernel.

(6) >

( X r < 00. f = 1.2.
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Because of limited stock market participation, the stock price, P% is determined
only by the shareholder's IMRS as in equation (7),

(7) F: = E 0 < / < DO.

Equation (6) indicates tbat tbe IMRS are not equalized across two agents when
borrowing constraints are binding. More importantly, bonds are priced by the
i MRS of the nonsharebolder and stocks are priced by the IMRS of tbe shareholder
when the shareholder is constrained. As shown in log-linear approximation below,
this mechanism is important in explaining the equity premium puzzle.

The simple risk-free rate from time Mo / -i- 1 is R\^^ — (I/^;) - 1 and
tbe log risk-free rate r̂ ,̂ is log(l/P,), Similariy, tbe simple stock return from
time r to / + 1 is R,+ \ = {(P;^, + D,^[)/F]) - 1 and the log stock return is r,,, =
U)g({P]_^^ -\- D,+\)/P';). I use lowercase letters to denote log variables tbroughout.
If the conditional joint distribution of consumption growtb and asset retums is
lognormal, the conditional risk-free rate defined by equation (6) and the condi-
tional stock return defined by equation (7) can be rewritten as equations (8) and
(9), respectively.'' rl^_^^ is tbe shadow risk-free rate priced by agent Ts IMRS.
,i,',,,+ i is tbe rate of con.sumption growth, and fTJ;,̂ , is its variance, trj,^, is the
variance of stt)ck return and crii.,+i is tbe covariance between the shareholder's
consumption growtb and stock return. Equation (8) sbows that the equilibrium
risk-free rate /;{_, sbould be low and smooth because it is the minimum of tbe two
sbadow risk-free rates. On the other hand, equation (9) shows that stock retum is
determined only by the sbarebolder's IMRS and, therefore, is relatively bigh and
volatile. Substitution of equation (8) into equation (9) gives tbe equity premium
as in equation (10), wbicb bas two components. Tbe first component, "f o-.vt.i+u is
the risk premium in the standard consumption-based CAPM. The second com-
ponent. rj_,^| - min{r/j^|,/-^^^i}, whicb is non-negative and is strictly positive
when the shareholder is constrained, can be thtiught of as a liquidity premium
because it reflects tbe fact that the shareholder cannot use stocks to buffer income
shocks.

/ = 1,2.

(9)

(10)

[t should be noted that, allhmigh lug-linear approximation i,s helpful for illu,sir;iti()n purposes, the
approximation error can bf larjie in a model with borrowing cunstrainls as analyzed in this paper.
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I want to empbasi/.e that limited stoek market participation plays an impor-
tant role in resolving the equity premium puzzle. If both agents hold stocks as in
Heaton and Lueas (1996). the agent who is constrained in the bond market should
also be constrained in the stock market. As a result, income risk and borrowing
constraints lower both the risk-lree rate and stock return through a precaution-
ary saving demand and their mtidei is unable to produce a si/able equity pre-
mium. However, limited stock market participation alone cannot explain all the
asset pricing phenomena either. For example, in the model by Basak and Cuoco
(1998), there are no borrowing constraints and stocks and bonds are priced by
the shareht)lder\ IMRS. in particular, r/j^, is always equal to r-,',^,. Because
of limited stock market paiticipati<in, the shareholder's consumption could be
much more volatile than aggregate citnsumption. which generates a large risk pre-
mium. 7(T5|,,+|. However, volatile consumption also implies a volatile risk-free
rate, which is at odds with the data. In contrast, because the liquidity premium
r( J_^_^ -min{r/^j^|,rT ,^|} accounts for a significant portion of the equity premium,
the risk premium 7fT.?I.(+1 need not he very large or the shareholder's consumption
need not be extremely volatile in my model. Moreover, the risk-free rate is priced
by the IMRS of the non-constrained agent(s) and is thus relatively smooth in my
model, even though the shareholder's consumption is relatively volatile.

Long-tenn bonds do not enter the model directly. As an approximation. 1
assume that there is a consol paying one unit of consumption good in each period
and that its price is determined through auction. If the supply is /.ero. the price
of the consol P', is given by equation (11) below, where P'j, is the shadow consol
price determined by agent /"s IMRS. The simple return on the consol from time /
tor-(-lis/^;,i = ((l-^P;^i)/P,) - l andthc log return is/•;;,, =log((i-^P;, ,) /^;) .
The yield is vj'̂ , — l/PJ+i- Equation (II) shows that, like the risk-free rate, the
long-tenn bond return should also be small and smooth.

(i,\ . i)<t<oc and / = 1.2.(11)

Finally, equations (1). (2). (3). and (6). along with the goods market clearing
condition equation {12) below, define the equilibrium of my model economy.

(12) Ci., + C2j = Lu, + L2., + lh.,.

III. Numerical Solutions and Calibration

The model does not have an analytical solution because the bond holdings
are an endogenous state variable, which changes over time, 1 solve the model
numerically using the method developed hy Telmer (1993). First, I discretize
the exogenous state variables of the vector X, and the endogenous state variable
B\,, to approximate the continuous state spaces by finite grids.'' Then I calculate
tbe policy functions of each state by iterating tbe Ruler equation (6) along witb

i , i s a s u f l i c i c n t s t a t i s t i c t o r t h e b o n d m a r k e t b e c a u s e t h e n e t b o n d s u p p l y is / e m , o r B]_,
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equations (i), (2). (3), and (12). recursively. Last. 1 feed the model with simuiated
income processes to generate artificial time series ot asset prices.

Heaton and Lucas (1996) assume that the vector X, follows a first-order VAR
pRJcess as in eqtiation (13). where fi is a vector of intercepts. ,1 is a matrix of
slopes. (-) is a matrix of coefficients, and £, is a vector of i.i.d. shocks that have
standard normal distributions and are orthogonal to each other.

(13 ) X, = +(-)e!.

Heaton and Lucas estimate equation (]?>) using the annual National Income and
Product Account (NIPA) data and the Panel Study of Income Dynamic (PSID)
data and then use Tauchen and Hussey's (1991) quadrature method to approximate
the estimated income process wkh an eight-state (two grids for each state variable)
Markov process.

In this paper. I adopt Heaton and Lucas* (1996) eight-state income pro-
cess. Moreover, Mankiw and Zeldes (1991) report that only 2.S'/f of U.S. house-
holds own stocks and that they receive higher lahor income than nonshareholders.
Therefore. I assume Ihat the shareholder on average receives MV/t ofthe total lahor
income and the nonshareholder gets the remainder. 107<. in the baseline model.
The simulated income process ofthe baseline model is reported in equation (14), ^

(14)

G =

O.I I
0.52 .1 =

0.15 0.05 (}.()()
-0.34 0.72 ().(K)

0.00 0.00 0.49

0.03 0.00 O.OO
0.01 0.04 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.22

Finally, I assume that the borriming limit /?,-., is proportional to aggregate
income Y, and the ratio HC = -B,j/Y, is con.-itant overtime. This is a standard
assumption in the literature, e.g., Telmer (199,1). Since li \j is equal to -fl:,, in
the equilibrium, the normalized bond holding B,j/Y, should fall into the interval
[-BC.BC]. In the calibration. B^j/Y, can take the value of -BC\ BC. or 1240
grids evenly spaced over the interval [-BC. BC\.

IV. Baseline Model

Tlie parameterization of the baseline model is listed in the table below. It
should be noted that the frequency is annual in the simulation. 1 assume that, on
average, dividends account for \5^/f of aggregate incoine as in Heaton and Lucas
(1996), and the shareholder receives 3O''/-f of total labor income. The relative risk
aversion coefficient, ", is equal to 3, and the time preference. ;̂ . is set to be 0.99.
Finally. 1 assume that each agent can borrow up to \(Y/c of aggregate income. I

' [ report onl\ the shareholJcr's lahor iiiauiiL' in eijuation (14). The non share holder's labor income
process is similar lo. hul less volatile than ihul ol\ the shareiuilder in the hyseline iiioJel. In particular,
the viilaiilitv of annual iiiconie gmuth is \b.\'i and I l.d'.r for tho shareholJer Jiui the nonsharehiikier,
respectiveK.
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want to stress that the assumption about borrowing constraints is not unrealistic:
In the baseline model, both the shareholder and the nonshareholder can still di-
versify most income risk by borrowing and the volatility of their consumption
growth is close to those reported by Vissing-Jorgensen (1998). It also should be
noted that one shareholder can borrow three times as much as what one nonshare-
holder can borrow if shareholders account for 25Vc of the population, as in the
baseline model.

D/Y ii/L 2 _A- -52.
15% 30% 3 0.99 10%

1 simulate the income process 50.0{K) times and use the last 20.000 real-
izations to calculate the relevant statistics, which are then compared with their
empirical counterparts. Given its protninent role in the asset pricing literature. 1
lirst show that my model helps explain the equity premium puzzle. I then pro-
vide some economic intuitions by illustrating the dynamic ofthe model, and also
show that tiiy model is able to replicate tnany other salient features of financial
market data. Finally. I discuss the social welfare loss asstK-iated with the frictions
incorporated in my model.

A. Means and Standard Deviations

The first column of Table I reports ihe mean and the standard deviation of
asset returns in simulated data. The risk-free rate r' is 2.1 % and the consol return
/•* is 2.0%. compared with stock return r of 6.2%. My model tbus generates a large
equity premium r - r ' of 4.2% but a small term premium r ' - ; ' of -0 .1%. Also.
the standard deviation of stock return is 15.4%. which is tnuch higher than 4.1%
for the risk-free rate and 8.3% for the consol return. These numbers match their
empirical counterparts of various sample periods, which are reported in columns
2 through 4 of Table I. The mean and the standard deviation of the price-dividetid
ratio match the data as well.

In the frictionless consumption-based CAPM. the tjnconditional equity pre-
mium is approximately equal to -.rr,., - [CT;/!], where rT;/2 is Jensen's inequality
term and a,-s is the eovariance between excess stock return and aggregate con-
sumption. In simulated data, the covariance between excess stock return and
aggregate consumption growth is 6.1E-()4 and implies a relative risk aversion
coefficient of 88. compared with 3 used in the calibration. ^ This is the equity pre-
mium puzzle argued by Mehra and Prescott (1985). Equation (10) shows that their
formula is inappropriate for two reasons. First. I should use the shareholder's con-
sumption growth, which itnpliesa risk premium 7a ,,| of 2.8%. Second, the liquid-
ity premiutn /-|',^| — iuin{r/^^p r, ,^|} is about 2.6%. which accounts for almost
half of the equity premium in sitnulated data. As mentit)ned above, Heaton and
Lucas (1996) cannot generate a sizeable equity premium because both agents can
hold stocks and thus there is no liquidity premium in their model.

shiHild he nulL'd Ihal. in my exchange I'coninny, aggregate consumption is equal tn aggreg:ite
e. of which the iirowth rate has a mean ol" I.S'.'i and a standard deviation ofl.H'i.
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Panel A.

r'
r
r-r'
r'^
r'' -r'
P/D

Panel B.

rf

r
r-f<
r^
r= - f '

P/0

Means and Standard

Baseline Model

Mean

2.1
6,2
4.2
2.0

-t}.1
23.7

Standard Deviatton

4.7
15,4
15,5
8.3
7?
6 0

TABLE 1

Deviations: Baseiine Model and Data

1B71-1998

2.4
6.9
4.5
2.2

- 0 2
23 5

9 d
184
176
11.7
5.8
7 9

ta7l-1945

2.9
6.4
3.5
2.9

-0 ,0
201

10,6
17.9
19.0
10.9
3.7
4 8

1946-1998

1 6
76
5.9
1 ?

- 0 5
28 1

80
19 1
15 6
12.7
80
B9

r IS the tisk-free rate, r is slock relurn. r'- is ihe consol return in the model as well as ihe long-lerm government bond return
in data, P/D is Ihe price-dividend raiio In columns 2-4. data ol ihe nsk-ftee rate, slock return, and the price dividend
ratio were oblained from Robert Shiller at Yale tjniversity data ot the long-term governmenl bond ware provided by Jack
Wilson al the University ot North Carolina. The price-dividend ratio is reported in level and all other variables are reported
in perceniage The frequency is annual

B. Dynamics of the Baseline Model

It helps to understand the economic intuitions of my model by looking at
-Statistics conditional on the normalized shareholder's bond holding B]_,/Y, e
[-BC\BC]. As mentioned above. I discretize B\j/Y, and it can take the value
of -BC. BC, or any of 1240 grids evenly spaced over the interval [-BCBC].
Figure I shows the di.-̂ tribution of Bu/Y, in simulated data. Point I < 12) is the
case Bij/Yf = -BC {B],,/Y, - BC) or that the shareholder (nonshareholder) is
constrained. Point 2 corresponds to the first 124 grids immediate to -BC. point
3 is the next 124 grids, and so forth. The vertical axis is the fraction ofthe time
that Bij/Y, falls into these corners or subintervals. I find that both agents hit
the borrowing limit quite frequently: ]17r for the shareholder and 20*7̂  for the
nonshareholder.

Figure 2 show.s the growth rates of consumption and income from time t
to t+ 1, conditional on Bi^/Y,. dyl (dy2) and del (dc2) are the shareholder's
(nonshareholder's) income and consumption growth rates, respectively. At point
I, the shareholder has to reduce his consumption at time / because he cannot
borrow any more after a string of bad income shocks. However, his expected
consumption growth rate from time Mo / + 1 is high because he anticipates a
high income growth rate given that income shocks are transitory. Meanwhile,
the nonshareholder's consumption at time ; is high because he cannot save any
more. His expected consumption growth rate from time t lo t + 1, however, is
low because his expected income growth rate is low. Conversely, the expected
consumption growth is low (high) for the shareholder (nonshareholder) at point
12, when the nonshareholder's borrowing constraints are binding. F-or the other
points, two agents can completely diversify income risk and, therefore, have the
same consumption growth rates. Although borrowing constraints are relatively
stringent, both agents can still diversity most income risk by borrowings. As
Figure 3 shows, conditional income is much more volatile than conditional con-
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FIGURE 1
Distribution of Shareholder's Bond Holdings
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sumption for both agents. Also, the unconditional volatility ofthe consumption
growth rate is 6.6'/r for the shareholder and 4.9'/f for the nonshareholder. com-
pared with the income volatility of \b.\9( for the shareholder and 1 \.(Y/r for the
nonshareholder. As mentioned in the Introduction, the .shareholder's consump-
tion volatility is close to its empirical counterpart reported by Vissing-Jorgensen
(1998). It should also be noted that the conditional consumption volatility is a
U-shapcd function ofthe normali/.ed shareholder's bond holding B\_,lY, because
neither agent can diversify income shocks at point I and point 12. As 1 show
below, this aisc) generates a U-shaped stock volatility.

In Figure 4, rl (r!) is the shareholder's (nonshareholder's) shadow risk-free
rate as defined in equation (8) and /•' is the equilibrium risk-free rate obtained
from simulated data. Consistent with equation (8), r' is approximately equal to
inin(r/, f i) . The risk-free rate is low at point 1112) because it is determined by
the nonshareholder's (shareholder's) IMRS, which is low. as shown in Figure 2.
For the other points, the risk-free rate is Hat and relatively high. The conditional
consol return displays a similar pattern to that of the risk-free rate and is not re-
ported here. In Figure ?, r\ is the shareholder's shadow stock return as delined in
equation (9) and r is stock return obtained from simulated data. These two vari-
ables are approximately equal to each other because stocks are always priced hy
the shareholder's IMRS. Stock return is high al point I because the shareholder's
consumption is expected to rise and he has little motivation to save. Conversely,
stock return is low at point 12 because tbe shareholder wants to save for the future
decline in his income. Stock return is Hat and moderate at the other points when
the shareholder can perfectly diversify income risk.

Overall, unlike the risk-free rate, borrowing constraints do not lower stock
return on average and my model can thus generate a sizable equity premium.
This point is further illustrated in F'igure 6: PREMIUM is the equity premium
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FIGURE 2

Conditional Income and Consumption Growth

0.04

4 S

Shareholder's Bond Holdings

>-dy1 » dy2 -"-dc1 - ^dc2

FIGURE 3

Conditional Income and Consumption Volatiiity

Shareholder's Bond Holdings

- d y l — dy2 - ^ d c l - ^ d c 2

obtained from simulated data, and PREMWMl is the shadow equity premium
defined as the difference between the shareholder's shadow risk-free rate and the
shareholder's shadow stock return, which is equal to ÎTVI — {CT~^_^J2) as in equa-
tion (9). PREMIUM is approximately equal to PREMIUM] except at point 1.
Vk'here the IMRS are not equalized across two agents and the risk-free rate is de-
termined by tbe nonshareholder's IMRS. Tbe difference is the liquidity premium
r^^_^^ - min{/-/^^|. r/̂ ^ ,̂} as shown in equation (10). It should be noted that.
althougb the liquidity premium is important, it accounts for only about balf of
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the equity premium in simulated data and the remainder is explaitied by the risk
premium. Similarly. Figure 7 shows that the Sharpe ratio E{r — r^)/{a{r — r^))
spikes at point 1 and is flat at the other points.

FIGURE 4

Conditional Risk-Free Rate

0.2

0.1

-01

Shafeholder's Bond Holdings

FIGURE 5

Conditional Stock Return

4 fl

Shareholder's Bond Holdings

12

Figure 8 sbows that the conditional stock volatility is a U-sbaped function
of B\j/Y, and is skewed to the left, as expected. On tbe otber hand, the price-
dividend ratio is a monotonically increasing function of B ij/K,. as shown in Fig-
ure 9. Together, my model predicts an unstable relation between stock volatility
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0.2

0.15

0.05

0.6

0.4

FIGURE 6

Conditional Equity Premium

12

Shareholder's Bond Holdings

-•-premijm -»-premium1

FIGURE 7

Conditional Sbarpe Ratio

12

Shareholder's Bond Holdings

and the price-dividend ratio: the two variables are negatively (positively) corre-
lated when the price-dividend ratio is higb (low). This pattern is consistent with
empirical evidence documented by Scbwert (1989) and below ! further discuss its
implication for the leverage effect. The conditional risk-free rate volatility is also
a U-shaped function of Si_f/Kf .although much smaller than stock volatility.
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FIGURE 8

Conditional Return Volatiiity
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FIGURE g

Conditional Price-Dividend Ratio
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C. Autocorrelation

The lower panel of Table 2 reports the autocorrelation in tbe data. While
the risk-free rate r^ is somewhat persistent, stock return /• and excess stock return
r — r ' show small and usually negative autoc(trrelation. Fama and French (1988)
and Poterba and Summers (1988) also document a slow univariate mean reversion
in stock prices. Tbis is demonstrated by the partial sum of tbe autocorrelation

/ Lcoefficient of excess stock return Y,'i-\ - which is negative
and decreases with tbe hori/ony". Moreover, Fama and French (1989) lind tbat the
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price-dividend ratio PjD and the defauh premium DEE are more persistent than
the term premium TERM^

TABLE 2

Autocorrelation: Baseline Model and Data

Panel A. Baseline Model

r
r
r- r'
P/D
DEF
TERM

PanelB. Data W71 1998

r'

1 — r'

P/D
DEF
TERM

1

0.61
0.00
0 02
0.80
0.87
0.60
0.02

0 28
-0 .07

0.03
0.75
0,74
0.46
0 03

2

0 31
- 0 05
- 0 02

0.61
0 67
0.31

0.00

008
-0.15
- 0 23

0 56
061
0.24

- 0 2 0

L^ad

3

0.12
- 0 07
-0.06

0 45
0.47
0 12

- 0 0 6

0 08
0.09
0.11
055
034
0.04

- 0 09

-0.01
-0.08
-0 .07

0 21
0.31

- 0 02
- 0 18

GOB
-0.01
-0.14

0.40
0 42
0.20

- 0 2 9

7

001
-0.04
-0.04

008
0 12
0 01

- 0 30

0 14
0.12
0.15
0,40
0 46
0.06

- 0 10

DEF IE Ihe default premium and is approximated by shareholder's bond holding Sj , in simulated data TERM is . ,„
lerm premium and (s defined as the yield spread betwoen the consol and Ihe one-period discount bond in the model
Pi^i - 't' ''r-̂ i - ' . , , ) IS the coefficierii of correlation between f, - fj andr,,, - r'̂ .̂ All other variables are defined in the
note of Table 1 In the lower panel, the default premium and Ihe term premium are'reproduced from Table 1 of Fama and
French (1989), all other wanables are calculated from Shiller s data The frequency is annual.

The default premium DEE is not directly defined in my model, and I use the
shareholder\s outstanding debts ^i. , as an approximation for it.'" In simulated
data shown in panel A of Table 2. htnh the price-dividend ratio PjD and the
default premium DEE me tnore persistent thati the tertii premium TERM, which
is defined as the yield spread between the consol and the risk-free rate. Also, the
autocorrelation of the other variables displays a similar pattern to that in the data.

D. Leverage Effect

Christie {I9K2). among others, argues for a leverage effect that stock prices
are negatively ctHTelated with stock volatility." Following Campbell and
Cochrane (1999). 1 use the absolute value of excess stock return r,+i - r,[- as
a mea.sure of stock volatility and report it.s coefficient of correlation with the log
price-dividend ratio p, - d, in Tahle .1. The coefficient is indeed negative: how-
ever, the magnitude is rather small in both simulated and actual data. In contra.st,
Campbell and Cochrane (1999) predict a much larger and much more persistenl

"̂ In Kama and French imxyi. tht- default pn-inium is delined as the yield spread between Aaa
bt)nds and a hutid pontblio; the term pieiniuin is Jelitied as the yield spread between long-tenii Aaa
bonds and the risk-free rate.

'"Fama and French (1989) (ind that the price-dividend ratio and the default preniitini are highly
correlated, with a ciKM'tieient of correlation of O.fil ior the period I'J27 -I9S7 atid l).75 for ihe period
1941-1987. Interestingly, these two variables have a coefficient of correlation of 0.93 in simulated
data.

"duo and Whitekiw (2(H)I). among others, suggest that a volalility feedback effect may also ex-
plain the negative relation between stiK-k prices and volatility.
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leverage effect, which is reproduced in the last row of Table 3. The rea.son for
the difference between the two models is as follows. Stock volatility decreases
monotonically with the price-dividend ratio in Campbell and Cochrane (1999);
however, as Figure 8 shows, it is an asymmetric U-shaped function of the price-
dividend ratio in my model.

TABLE 3

Leverage Effect: Baseline Model and Data

Lead

Bnnelme Model

Pt - f^r- 'HI - 'L\
Data 1871-1998

PI - f^f.

Campbell and Cochrane (1999)

P: - fJ/.Kf-f/ - 'f'tjl

1

- 0 10

-0.04

-0,49

2

- 0 12

- 0 01

- 0 4?

3

- 0 12

-0.14

-0,37

5

- 0 09

- 0 03

- 0 28

7

-0.05

0.03

-0.21

PI - d, IS the log price-dividend ratio and ]?,+j - r,' | is Itie absolute value of excess stock return ShillerS daia are used
to calcuiatB the empmca! counterpaits in the middle panel. Table 4 ot Campbeil and Cochtane (1999) is also reproduced
(or comparison The trequenoy is annual.

E. Long Horizon Predictability

Fama and French (1989) find that the price-dividend ratio, the default pre-
mium, and the term premium forecast stock return and the first two variables have
longer forecasting horizons than the last one. The left column of Table 4 shows
that my simulation replicates Fama and French's results. The price-dividend ratio
P/D and the term premium TERM both predict stock return.'' Also, while R~
increases with hori/ons for the price-dividend ratio, it peaks after two to three
years for the term premium.'' The default premium DEF, which is approximated
by the shareholder's liquidity conditions ^ i., in simtilated data, exhibits the same
pattern as the price-dividend ratio in forecasting stock retum and is not reported
here.

R~ increases with horizons for the price-dividend ratio because the price-
dividend ratio tracks the liquidity component in conditional excess return, which
is relatively persistent. For example, when the shareholder is constrained, ex-
pected excess return is high. However, because the labor income shock is persis-
tent, the shareholder is likely to be constrained again in the next period, and the
realized excess return thus might be low. On the other hand, the labor income
shock is not permanent and the shareholder's consumption eventually reverts to

'-Lettau and i.udvigson (2(H)I) show Ihm llic cimsuinpl ion-wealth ratio, wliich is the error lerm of
the cointegration relalion among ay^regate ainsu nipt ion. labor itiainie. and wealth, is a stronj: pre-
dictor of stuck return. In my simulaled data, the coeflicicnt iif correlalion between ihc cnnsuniption-
wealth ratio and ihe pricc-diviJenLl ratio is 0.99. and the iwn variables have very .similar forceasling
abilities for stack reliim.

" I do not report the empirical cotinterparl fur the term premitim in Table 4 becatise Fama atid
French (19X9) show that the term premium has predictive p{iwer fbr only one to twd qtjarters. while
the tVequency iif my sitnulatitin is annual.
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the trend level over a long horizon; accordingly, the realized excess retum is high
over the long horizon.

TABLE 4

Long-Horizon Predictability: Baseline Model and Data

Base I me
Model

Horizon Slope

- d,)

1
2
3
5
7

PanelB

-G.17
-0.32
- 0 46
- 0 6 6
- 0 76

• = a + b- TERM

0 63
1 01
1 19
1 11
085

0 07
0 14
0.19
0.25
0 27

0.03
0.04
0.04
0.02
0 01

Slope

-0 .09
-0 .25
-0 .31
-0 ,54
-0 .58

Data
1871 1998

R^

0 02
0 08
009
017
0 16

p, - d, IB the log price-dividend ralio and TERM is ihe lerm premium, defined as the yield sp-ead between the consol
and the one-period discount bond in simulated dala We use overlapped data in the regressions Shillet's data are used
for Ihe empirical counierpariy The ftequericy is annual

Fama (1990) argues that variations in long-term rates are less extreme he-
cause the risk-free rate is a mean-reverting process. In the baseline model, the
standard deviation of the yield on the consol is only 0.29r. compared with 4.7'/f
for the risk-free rate. Most variations in the term premium, therefore, come from
innovations in the risk-free rate, which in turn are primarily caused by innova-
tions in aggregate income.'"^ In contrast, as discussed above, the price-dividend
ratio forecasts stock return because it tracks closely the shareholder's liquidity
conditions, of which movements are explained by idiosyncratic income shocks.
Therefore, idiosyncratic income shocks and aggregate income shocks are the two
major economic forces that influence expected stock return in my model econ-
omy; however, the former has much larger and much more persistent effects on
stock prices tban the latter does.

F. Volatility Test

Cochrane (1991) decomposes the variance of the price-dividend ratio into
two parts—shocks to expected stock return - ^^^ | p-'cov{pi-ci,. fi+i) and shocks
to the dividend growth ^ | ^ | p^co\{p, - d,,Ad,+j), as in equation (15) below,

p={PlD)l{\ -f (PfD)) and/'//Ms the unconditional price-dividend ratio.

var(/;, - d,)

''̂ As equation (13) shows, my model econurny is perturbed by thrt-e shocks: dividend shocks,
aggregate income sh<K;ks. and iiliosyncratic inamiL' shocks. Because dividends move closely with ag-
gregate income, the model dynamic is primarily driven by aggregate income shocks and idiosyncratic
income shocks. In simulated data, while the former explains l()';i of the variations in the risk-tree
rate, the latter accounts for only l';i:a large fraclion is explained by its own lags.
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The volalility test mirrors Shiller's (1981) excess volatility puzzle: as shown
in Table 5. shocks to expected retum account for most variations of the price-
dividend ratiit in the data. My model replicates this feature well. While shocks
to expected stock return account for 95^/( of variations in the price-dividetid ratio,
shocks to dividends explain only 17( in the simulation.

Baseline Model
Data

TABLE 5

Volatility Test: Baseline Model and Data

Expected Return

101

Dividend

1
- 1 0

Cochiane (1991) shows that the variance of the price-dividend ratio can be decomposed into two parts.

var(p, - di) a: ^ / I ' c o v f p , - tJ,. Jd ,+ , l - ^ p' covip, - d,, r,^;).
,— 1 / = 1

The firsl component is the variation caused by diviclerd shocks and Ihe second component is due lo expecled reiurn
shocks Following Campbell and Cochrane (19991,1 use the firsi 15 leads lo calciilnte these sialisttcs in simulated data
The empirical counterparts are taken from Campbell anC Cochrane (1999) All Ihe numbers are reporled m percentage.

G. Social Welfare Loss

In this subsection. 1 define and calculate the social welfare loss associated
with the market frictions analyzed in this paper from the perspective of a so-
cial planner, who cares ahout the shareholder and the nonshareholder equally. It
should be noted that both agents can completely diversify income risk through
trading on the stock market if there is no limited stock market participation. In
this case, the outcome of the decentralized economy is Pareto optimal and is the
same as that of the social planner economy: the associated expected social util-
ity is EY.[ii'U{oC,) + ./(./((I - a)C,)]. where a (1 - a) is the average ratio
of the shareholder's (nonshareholder's) income to aggregate income and C, is ag-
gregate consutiiption. which is equal to aggregate income in my exchange econ-
omy. In the decentralized economy of the baseline model, the expected social
utility is EYH^'l'iCu,) + •i'UiCij)]. where C, = C,.; + C.,,. To calculate the
social welfare loss. I dertne£X['^'t' '(^(l - X)C,)-\-.i'U{{\ - o ) ( I -X)C,)] =
E'^[>i'U(Cij)+;fU{C2.i)]. where A is the fraction of aggregate consumption that
[he social planner is willing to spend on eliminating the market frictions. Also, I
define the welfare gain A| of the nonsharcht)lder for becoming a shareholder as
EY,[.i'U((\ -n)C,)] =EY^[3'U{i\ +A))C2,,)]. The shareholder also benefits
from the removal of Ehe stock market participation restriction: the welfare gain A 2

for the shareholder IS defined as/: 'X;[ '^'^'(f 'O)]^^'Z['^'^(( I+^:)^"i.')]'
I calculate the welfare loss or gain through a grid search using simulated data

and find that, in the baseline model. A is about 1.24'̂ f-. Also. A 1 is about {).47'/r for
the nonshareholder and A: is about 1.6l'/r for the shareholder. The shareholder
benefits more than the nonshareholder does because the income of the former is
more volatile than that of the latter in the baseline model.''' Admittedly, the social

'"̂ Iti Basak atid Cuiiuo 11'J'JX). while Ihc non share Insider's woltarL" iniprovL's. the shareholiJer's wcl-
Tare actually deteriorates il' ihe tL-sttuiion of limited stock market partieipatkni is retmned. The dit-
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welfare loss is relatively large. However, il is at least qualitatively consistent
with empirical evidence, e.g.. Hayashi, Altonji. and Kotlikoff (19%) and many
others. Mure importantly, some recent research provides direct support to my
model. Using shareholders' consumption from PSID data, Jacobs (1999) reports
overwhelming rejection of the Euler equation for the risk-free rate, hut not for
stock market return. Also, Heaton and Lucas (2(}()0) find that proprietary income
risk, which is borne mostly hy shareholders, has .significant effects on stock prices.

V. Alternative Specifications

In this section. I calibrate the model using different parameters and income
processes. In general, my results are robust to reasonable variations in parameter-
ization.

A. Borrowing Constraints

My model predicts a large equity premium because the precautionary sav-
ing demand lowers only the risk-free rate, not stock return. The more stringent
the borrowing constraints are, the larger is the effect of the precautionary saving
demand on the equity premium. This is clearly demonstrated in Table 6. As BC
increases, the percentage of the time that the shareholder {F\) and the nonshare-
holder (F2) are constrained decrea.ses or their abilities to diversify income risk
increases. As a result, the risk-free rate R^ increa.ses and stock return R decreases;
the equity premium R - R' disappears when borrowing constraints become so
loose that botb agents can perfectly diversify income risk.

BC

0 07
0 10
0 15
0.20
0 30
0.50
0 80
1.00
1 20
1 50
2.00
3 00
4.00

R'

06
22
3.7
45
52
58
6 I
6 2
6 2
6 2
63
6.2
62

5.5
47
39
34
27
2.2
1 9
1 B
1 8
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7

Changing

R

83
77
72
69
87
6.6
65
6.5
65
6.5
6.5
6.5
6 5

TABLE 6

Borrowing Constraints

IT{R<

208
170
131
106
78
52
39
3.5
3.4
3 1
3 1
32
3 5

R - R' n

n
5.5
3.5
25
1 5
07
04
03
03
0.2
02
03
0.3

•{R- R')

21 0
17.2
133
10 8
78
51
3.5
3 1
29
2.6
2 6
2.7
3 0

F^

21.9
169
120
9 1
&8
30
1.6
1.1
Q.8
0.5
0,1
0 0
0 0

F2

25.1
20.3
15.3

82
49
2 7
21
1 6
1 2
04
0,2
0.0

rhe speciticsiions are [he same as the baseline model, except the borrowing constraints BC All the numbers ate repoited
in percentage and Ihfj frequency is annual FI (F2) is the percentage of the tme that the shareholder's (nonshareholdei's)
tTO'rowing constraints are Dinding

B. Relative Risk Aversion Coetficient

Changing -) has two opposite effects on tbe risk-free rate. First, as Table
7 shows, the frequency of binding constraints goes up for both agents when the

fereiiL-L' bctwecti their model und mine is explained by the laci ihai Biisuk and C'uncn ( IWSl du not
con.sider idiosyncratic itifotne risk and hiirrowing cotislraints.
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relative risk aversion coefficient 7 increases because, with higher 7. agents prefer
smoother consumption. In other words, higher 7 leads to a stronger precautionary
saving motive and thus a lower risk-free rate. Second, in the power utility func-
tion, 7 is the reciprocal of the eiasticity of intertemporal substitution. Therefore,
higher 7 implies a higher risk-free rate if the consumption growth rate is fixed.
Overall, the risk-free rate tirst increases then decreases with 7 in Table 7. Be-
cause the precaution;iry saving motive does not affect stock return directly, stock
return increases monotonically with 7. The equity premium also increases with

7-

1

1
2
3
A
5

R'

1 7
2 1
22
2 1
1 9

"{Fl')

1.6
32
47
63
77

TABLE 7

Changing Relative Risk Aversion

R

35
55
77

100
12.2

(Tiff) R

6 8
120
172
21 B
26 0

-R'

1 9
34
55
79

10 3

Coefficient

.(R-R')

6 9
122
172
21.8
26.0

FI

16.7
16,8
16,9
17.0
17.2

F2

18.4
19.4
20 3
21 7
22 6

The speciticalions are the same as in tHe baselme model excepl the relative risk aversion coefficient i All ihe numbers
are reported in percentage and the frequency is annual. F I (F2) is Ihe percentage of the time thai the shareholder's
(nonshareholder s) borrowing constrainrs are binding

I also allow the shareholder to be more risk averse than the non.shareholder,
as in Basak and Cuoco (1998). I find that such an asymmetry helps explain the
equity premium puzzle. For example, with the other parameters the same as in the
baseline model, if 7 is equal to three (one) for the shareholder (nonshareholder),
my mtxiel generates an equity premium of 4.5'/r for BC — 30%. compared with
\.57c reported in Table 6. The intuition is as follows. When the shareholder is
constrained, the nonshareholder, who has a lower 7 and thus a higher elasticity
of intertemporal substitution, and is more willing to substitute consumption in-
tertemporally. accepts a lower ri.sk-free rate relative to the baseline model. Specif-
ically, the asymmetry in preference amplilies the liquidity premium and thus the
equity premium. Similarly, my model generates a smaller equity premium rela-
tive to the baseline if the shareholder is less risk averse than the nonshareholder.
In this case, however, 1 can always restore the equity premium by assuming more
stringent borrowing constraints. Therefore, heterogeneous risk preference does
not qualitatively affect my results.

C. Dividend and Labor Income

In Table 8, I allow the dividend share D/Y and the shareholder's labor in-
come share Li/L to deviate from those in the baseline model and find that these
modifications have no qualitative effects. These results should not be a surprise
becau.se my model generates a si/able equity premium as long as the shareholder
is occasionally constrained. Mankiw (1986) points out that if labor income shocks
are concentrated in the troughs of business cycles, the risk-free rate should be
lower than would be the case if these shocks are acycHcal. To address this issue,
I calibrate the model using the cyclical labor income estimated by Heaton and
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Lucas {1996) and the results are reported in Table 8 under the column Cyclical.
As expected, the risk-free rate is lower in the cyclical model than in the baseline
model; stock return and the equity premium are also slightly higher. There is.
however, no signihcant difference between the baseline model and the cyclical
model.

Panel A

R'
R
R - R'

P/D

Panel B

R'
R
n D^
ri — nP/D

Means and Standard

Basel in B

Mean

2,2
7 7
5.5

23 7

Standard Deviation

47
17 1
17,3
6.0

D/ V = 5%

0 6
8 9
8 3

25.2

62
24 6
24 3
84

TABLE 8

Deviations; Alternative Specifications

D / y = 10%

1 7
8 1
64

24 3

52
198
197
69

L,A = 20%

4,2
7 t
29

23 1

3.7
12 1
12 1
44

l,/i^40%

-1.0
85
95

24 4

59
22 3
23 2

73

Cyclical

1 9
83
6,4

24 0

7.0
20,8
21.4
B5

The specifications are Ihe same as the baselina model exi;epl tfie (iividend shaie in columns 2-3, the shareholder's labor
income share in columns 4-5, and cyclical income shocks in column 6 me pjice-dividend ratio is reported in level and
all other variables are reporled in percentage The frequency ;s annual

VI. Conclusion

I find that a combination of some well-documented market frictions explains
the equity premium puzzle. My main innovation is that, in addition to the risk
premium in the standard model, shareholders also require a liquidity premium on
stocks because of limited stock market participation. Interestingly, the liquidity
premium also sheds light on some ongoing controversies in the asset pricing liter-
ature. For example, because the liquidity premium can be negatively related to the
risk premium, I might find a negative risk-return relation in the data, which contra-
dicts the CAPM. Nevertheless, my model suggests a ptisitive risk-return trade-off
once I ct>ntrol for the liquidity premium; Guo (2002a) finds that these implica-
tions are supported by the post-World War [I data. Also, like Merton's (1973)
intertemporal CAPM. my model highlights the inadequacy of the CAPM because
investment opportunities, e.g., conditional stock return and volatility, change over
time. Tn particular, given that past volatility and the price-dividend ratio forecast
stock return and volatility in my model, they should be included as risk factors in
addition to market return (Campbell (1993)). Indeed, Guo (2002b) finds that these
factors help explain the cross section of stock retums. I believe that the market
frictions analyzed in this paper, given their success in explaining the asset pricing
phent)mena, are important to understanding many other related economic issues
and warrant attention in future research.
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